INTRODUCTION
Free space optic (FSO) is a type of wireless communication which experiences a vast improvement nowadays. The performance of an atmospheric optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) system using Optical Orthogonal Code (OOC) was first investigated in [1] . The authors showed that the atmospheric OCDMA systems can realize high-speed communications when scintillation value is small. In another research [2] , an OCDMA mesh network was implemented in FSO, and two common codes, OOC and complementary Walsh-Hadamard code (CWH) were compared and it was concluded that CWH is better choice for this system due to its shorter code length and simpler hardware design. Moreover it was shown that OOC cannot provide proper performance even in intermediate turbulence [2] . Moreover Kozawa and Habuchi [3] proposed a new form of m-sequence code. They evaluated performance of the proposed code under turbulence and noises comparing with Prime Code (PC) and OOC, where OOC showed its weakness in that condition.
In this paper, the effect of transmission distance and received power on different code families of OCDMA in both FSO and optical fiber as the transmission medium is investigated.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. FSO Attenuation and Dispersion
Beside Line of Sight (LOS) issue, other factors such as attenuation and scattering can affect an FSO system. Attenuation due to absorption and scattering are the most important ones which can be described by Beer's Law [4] . It expresses that the transmission radiation, , in the atmosphere is as a function of distance, x:
where is launched intensity and is detected intensity at distance x and is attenuation coefficient [4] .
In free space medium, aerosol scattering effect is one of the technical challenges that has destructive effect on the signal. The scattering, which occurs in foggy and cloudy weather, causes angular and spatial dispersion of the optical signal. Using a receiver with a proper aperture size, the effect of the dispersion can be alleviated. It has been represented that after light scattering, the received photons have less than 3 degrees angular dispersion and their spatial dispersion is in the range of [0, 0.5 m]. Thus it should be noted that more scattering leads to more dispersion and this issue should be considered [5] .
B. Scintillation
Heated air which rises from the ground causes variation in temperature of air particles. This eventuates in fluctuations of air refractive index and as a result amplitude of the signal will fluctuate. The intensity of the turbulence is represented by which is the refractive index parameter. For optical waves, [4] .
(1)
C. Chromatic Dispersion (CD)
CD or group velocity dispersion causes temporal broadening t of a light pulse with spectral bandwidth during its propagation along a fiber. It is expressed by unit ps/nm-km. It has significant effect on nonlinear optics or numeric transmission. Dispersion in optical fiber, can be calculated by the sum of waveguide contribution D W and material dispersion D M [6] . In common OCDMA systems, dispersion has much more destructive effect on the system performance compared to nonlinear effects. CD causes the decoded signal to spread over time and subsequently results in overlapping of adjacent bits. It eventuates in inter symbol interference (ISI) that is more severe in high bitrate systems. As a result, the autocorrelation peak cannot be recovered [7] .
D. OCDMA codes
In OCDMA networks, the signal is transmitted via superimposing the pseudorandom OCDMA signals. Multiple channels transmit their data simultaneously over the transmission medium. To implement an appropriate OCDMA network, it is required to utilize a code with adequate performance. Based on the number of nodes in a network, a set of code can supply as many as codewords required. To provide a good performance for the system, the produced codewords should have acceptable cross-correlation and avoid multiple access interference (MAI) [8] . Many coding methods have been proposed to satisfy the aforementioned requirements. Prime code is one of the offered codes which is constructed utilizing Galois field (GF) [7] . For a prime number p from the GF, a prime sequence is constructed by the following formula: = 10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 Quadratic Congruence (QC) code was represented after PC and its construction is similar with PC [7] . However its construction formula is (3) Where and QC codes have length n = p 2 , maximum cross-correlation 4 and weight w = p [8] . With p=5, 4 code sequences with weight 5 are generated as follow: =(01310), S 2 =(02120), S 3 =(03430), S 4 =(04240), and the first sequence will be = 10000 01000 00010 01000 10000
Another code which was offered is Khazani-Syed (KS) code which is unified version of Double Weight code (DW). In KS matrix concept and the arrangement of two sub-codes A = [110] and B = [011] are used to construct codewords. Crosscorrelation in KS code is 1 and for weight w, the code length can be attained by [9] The first sequence for KS with weight 4 is = 110 110 000 and for KS with weight 6 is = 110 110 110.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In the study, commercial software Optisystem version 10 was utilized. Wavelength 1.55 μm was used due to it is feasible for both atmospheric and fiber transmission [4] . The spectrum of a broadband source (LED) is split among the simultaneous users. Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) are used to build encoders/decoders. Each part is encoded via Spectral Amplitude Encoding (SAE) method. Each encoded signal is modulated with bit rate of 2.5 Gbps by a non-return to zero (NRZ) pulse generator and all outputs are accumulated by a combiner and sent either into single mode fiber (SMF) or FSO channel. At receiver, received spectrum is split and decoded with respect to users' codes. Each user receives the whole signal and using spectral direct-detection (SDD) technique [10] , the desired user signal extracted via FBGs. After that, a PIN photodetector converts optical signal to electrical. After passing the signal through a Bessel filter and a 3R regenerator, the original data is recovered.
In order to compare the codes' performance, three coding methods were implemented: PC, QC and KS. Although CWH was a better choice for FSO implementation [2] , it was not deployed in the simulation since CWH was implemented for synchronous temporal encoding. Also in [3] , it was shown that PC is better than OOC. So PC and QC as a code from same family but different properties were used. KS code which was used in [12] , belongs to another family of coding technique and provide double weight code sequences. Thus it was utilized too. For PC and QC construction, the required prime number was chosen as p = 5. Thus, their code words have weight equal to w = 5. However for KS code, due to its particular construction, weight 5 could not be applied, Therefore, the experiment for this code were implemented with two weight 4 and 6 which will be denoted as KS4 and KS6 respectively. Along the simulation, the first user was considered as the desired user, so the first codes were implemented.
In FSO, The environment was considered as hazy weather with attenuation of 3 dB/km [11] .
is set to 8 × 10
which is considered for moderate turbulence [12] . The beam divergence was set equal to 2 mrad. Similar system model was implemented by other researchers [13] . On the other hand, in SMF transmiss behavior of the system with optical fiber as m effect of chromatic dispersion is evaluated. O such as nonlinear effects and noise are not c experiment SMF with dispersion value of 17 Figure 5 represents the effect of chromatic system with different codes. Distance varied km and no dispersion compensation method w
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSS
A. Code Comparision in FSO
In figure 2 , the performance of systems with assessed. The bit error rate (BER) increases increment. As the distance increases, power l to transmission loss and dispersion in FSO weight of 6 (KS6) provides the best perfor represents the worst one. Although at the beginning with back-toshows as good quality as KS6; at 600 m dista KS4 reach BER of 10 -7 and at 900 m QC sho receiving more chips compared In figure 3 , the quality of s divergence is observed and it p 2. PC offers the worst quality gives the best quality, with BE 1.4 mrad and keeps its superi equal 10 -13 . Again, KS4 offers with BER of 10 -11 when diver 10 -8 at 2.6 mrad. 
B. Code Comparison in Optica
In Figure 5 , the quality of s fiber length and consequently code with weight 4 shows ex a great quality with BER of 10 -9 at 900 m. This is because of d to KS4 other codes. signal with increasing the beam provides similar results as figure y while KS code with weight 6 ER equal to10 -15 at divergence of iority until 2.6 mrad with BER s performance worse than KS6 rgence is 1.4 mrad and BER of SO Beam Divergence of BER as a function of received en the FSO distance is 400 m. performance while QC overall d to other codes. For instance, 4 dBm, log of BER for QC is -13 e -12, -10 and -8 respectively.
Received Power in FSO al Fiber ignal with increasing the optical y dispersion is represented. KS xcellent performance in longer distance compared to others, despite of its lower performance in back-to-back. KS6 represents its vulnerability towards dispersion. It can be seen that by increasing the code weight, the effect of fiber dispersion become more dominant [14] . On the other hand, in contrast with FSO, PC provides better system performance, even better than KS with weight 6. QC shows its vulnerability to chromatic dispersion and its performance decreases from BER of 10 -11 at 4 km to 10 -3 at 8 km. Thus in a system with no dispersion compensation mechanism, KS with lower weight is suggested. Figure 6 illustrates the log of BER of users against received power when different codes are used in the system after transmission over 8 km of SMF. It shows that in KS codes, higher received power is needed with increasing the weight. Both KS codes (KS4 and KS 6) provide better quality compared with PC and QC. KS4 provides the best performance which repeats previous result V. CONCLUSION In this paper, the behavior of several optical CDMA codes namely PC, QC and KS codes were compared in FSO and optical fiber medium. In FSO, BER value as a function of distance, beam divergence, and received power were measured, while in fiber medium distance and received power were considered as the design parameters. The results showed that changing the medium will change the efficiency of the code and if a code has the best performance in a particular environment, it does not necessary that it will be the best choice in other area as well.
For example KS6 and subsequently QC had high efficiency and PC had low efficiency under FSO impairments. On the other hands, in fiber medium, QC and subsequently KS6 showed low performance, while KS4 provided the best quality for signal.
